
 
 
 
 
 

Non-Fiction 

  
 

 

Brutally honest, often 
hilarious, hard-won lessons in 
learning to love and care for 
yourself from a former vice 
president at Comedy Central 
who was called “ahead of her 
time” by Jordan Peele 

 

A comprehensive and reliable 
guide to preparing your own 
2020 taxes. 

 

Discover the classic, behind-
the-scenes chronicle of John 
E. Douglas’ twenty-five-year 
career in the FBI Investigative 
Support Unit, where he used 
psychological profiling to 
delve into the minds of the 
country’s most notorious 
serial killers and criminals. 

 

For the first time, the startling 
full story of the disastrous 
war on drugs―propelled by 
moving human stories, 
revolutionary insight into 
addiction, and fearless 
international reporting. This is 
the story of a life-changing 
journey that showed the 
world the opposite of 
addiction is connection. 

 

From the Academy Award®–
winning actor, an 
unconventional memoir filled 
with raucous stories, outlaw 
wisdom, and lessons learned 
the hard way about living 
with greater satisfaction. 

 

In these funny and insightful 
essays, Roxane Gay takes us 
through the journey of her 
evolution as a woman of color 
while also taking readers on a 
ride through culture of the 
last few years and 
commenting on the state of 
feminism today. 
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In Encyclopedia of an 
Ordinary Life, Amy Krouse 
Rosenthal has ingeniously 
adapted the centuries-old 
format of the encyclopedia to 
convey the accumulated 
knowledge of her lifetime in a 
poignant, wise, often funny, 
fully realized memoir. 

 

From CNN chief legal analyst 
and bestselling author Jeffrey 
Toobin, a real-life legal thriller 
about the prosecutors and 
congressional investigators 
pursuing the truth about 
Donald Trump's complicity in 
several crimes--and why they 
failed. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fiction 

 
 

 

Augustine, a brilliant, aging 
astronomer, is consumed by 
the stars. For years he has 
lived in remote outposts, 
studying the sky for evidence 
of how the universe began. 
Mission Specialist Sullivan is 
aboard the Aether on its 
return flight from Jupiter. The 
astronauts are the first 
human beings to delve this 
deep into space, and Sully has 
made peace with the 
sacrifices required of her: a 
daughter left behind, a 
marriage ended. As Augustine 
and Sully each face an 
uncertain future against 
forbidding yet beautiful 
landscapes, their stories 
gradually intertwine in a 
profound and unexpected 
conclusion. 

 

Substitute counselor for 
wayward teens isn’t how 
public-school teacher Jayden 
Bennett planned to spend her 
summer vacation. However 
reluctant, she’s hiking up her 
jeans and heading for remote 
Piney Wood Academy in 
north Texas. Jayden’s not in it 
alone. The devoted elderly 
couple who run Piney Wood 
trusts in Jayden’s tough-love 
approach to get the job done. 
So does drill instructor Elijah 
Thomas, whose hardened 
boot-camp hide conceals a 
heart broken one too many 
times. 
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An English country house at 
Christmas time should be the 
perfect place to get away 
from it all - but nothing is 
ever simple for Hercule 
Poirot, as he finds not one 
but five baffling cases to 
solve. 

 

John Rain bk. 1 
 
A Japanese-American assassin 
who specializes in "natural 
cause" killings finds his 
carefully ordered world 
coming under siege in the 
wake of a government 
official's murder, with which 
he has been falsely 
connected, a situation that is 
complicated by secrets held 
by the victim's jazz pianist's 
daughter. 
 

 

John Rain bk. 2 
 
Trying to end his career as an 
assassin-for-hire, Japanese-
American John Rain goes 
underground only to be 
approached by nemesis and 
Japanese FBI agent Tatsu to 
eliminate a sociopathic killer 
who could tip the balance of 
power in Japan towards the 
mafia.  

In a quiet suburb of Detroit, 
the five Lisbon sisters-
beautiful, eccentric, and 
obsessively watched by the 
neighborhood boys-commit 
suicide one by one over the 
course of a single year. As the 
boys observe them from afar, 
transfixed, they piece 
together the mystery of the 
family's fatal melancholy, in 
this hypnotic and unforget-
table novel of adolescent 
love, disquiet, and death. 
 

 

Noel collection bk. 2 
 
Maggie Walther feels like her 
world is imploding. Publicly 
humiliated after her husband, 
a local councilman, is arrested 
for bigamy, and her 
subsequent divorce, she has 
isolated herself from the 
world. When her only friend 
insists that Maggie climb out 
of her hole, and embrace the 
season to get her out of her 
funk, Maggie decides to put 
up a Christmas tree and 
heads off to buy one—albeit 
reluctantly. 

 

Noel collection bk. 3 
 
The year is 1975. Elle Sheen—
a single mother who is 
supporting herself and her 
six-year-old, African-
American son, Dylan, as a 
waitress at the Noel Street 
Diner—isn’t sure what to 
make of William Smith when 
his appearance creates a stir 
in the small town of 
Mistletoe, Utah. 
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Noel collection bk. 4 
 
After nearly two decades, 
Noel Post, an editor for a 
major New York publishing 
house, returns to her 
childhood home in Salt Lake 
City to see her estranged, 
dying father. What she 
believed would be a brief visit 
turns into something more as 
she inherits the bookstore 
her father fought to keep 
alive. 
 

 

Four women—friends, family, 
rivals—turn to online dating 
for companionship, only to 
find themselves in the 
crosshairs of a tech-savvy 
killer using an app to target 
his victims. 

 

If you had to pick five people 
to sum up your life, who 
would they be? If you were to 
raise a glass to each of them, 
what would you say? And 
what would you learn about 
yourself, when all is said? 

 

Skink bk. 8 
 
It's the height of the Palm 
Beach charity ball season: for 
every disease or cause, 
there's a reason for the local 
luminaries to eat (minimally), 
drink (maximally), and be 
seen. But when a prominent 
high-society dowager 
suddenly vanishes during a 
swank gala, and is later found 
dead in a concrete grave, 
panic and chaos erupt. 
 

 

Magpie murders bk. 2 
 
Featuring his famous literary 
detective Atticus Pund and 
Susan Ryeland, hero of the 
worldwide bestseller Magpie 
Murders, a brilliantly complex 
literary thriller with echoes of 
Agatha Christie from New 
York Times bestselling author 
Anthony Horowitz. 

 

Brooke is a divorced single 
mom, financially strapped, 
living with her mother, and 
holding tight to the one thing 
that matters most: her two-
year-old daughter, Etta. Then, 
in a matter of seconds, 
Brooke’s life is shattered 
when she’s carjacked. 
Helpless and terrified, all 
Brooke can do is watch as 
Etta, still strapped in her seat, 
disappears into the Los 
Angeles night. 
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It’s 1965, and life has taken a 
turn for eighteen-year-old 
Anton Addison-Rice. He 
catches a glimpse of his 
neighbor Edith across the 
street one evening and 
realizes that she’s in danger. 
Anton is determined to help 
Edith leave her abusive 
marriage. As Anton falls 
hopelessly and selflessly in 
love, Edith fears both her 
husband finding her and 
Anton getting hurt. She must 
disappear without telling 
anyone where she’s going—
even Anton. What would 
happen, though, if one day 
their paths should cross 
again? 
 

 

In the summer of 1969, 
fourteen-year-old Lucas 
Painter carries a huge weight 
on his shoulders. His brother 
is fighting in Vietnam. His 
embattled parents are locked 
in a never-ending war. And 
his best friend, Connor, is 
struggling with his own family 
issues. Zoe Dinsmore living in 
an isolated cabin. Closed off 
and haunted by a tragic past, 
Zoe has given up. Their 
unexpected connection might 
be the saving grace that Zoe 
thought she’d lost, that 
Connor needs, and that Lucas 
has been running toward. 

 

Bernie Gunther bk. 12 
 
When his cover is 
blown, former Berlin bull and 
unwilling SS officer Bernie 
Gunther must re-enter a cat-
and-mouse game that 
continues to shadow his life a 
decade after Germany’s 
defeat in World War 2... 

 

Bernie Gunther bk. 13 
 
Munich, 1956. Bernie 
Gunther has a new name, a 
chip on his shoulder, and a 
dead-end career when an old 
friend arrives to repay a debt 
and encourages "Christoph 
Ganz" to take a job as a 
claims adjuster in a major 
German insurance company 
with a client in Athens, 
Greece. 
 

 

Bernie Gunther bk. 14 
 
Metropolis, completed just 
before Philip Kerr's untimely 
death, is the capstone of a 
fourteen-book journey 
through the life of Kerr's 
signature character, Bernhard 
Gunther, a sardonic and 
wisecracking homicide 
detective caught up in an 
increasingly Nazified Berlin 
police department. In many 
ways, it is Bernie's origin story 
and, as Kerr's last novel, it is 
also, alas, his end. 

 

Baxters bk. 6 
 
One frozen embryo. Two 
families with life-long secrets. 
And a guy who never planned 
to fall in love again. 
Science raises questions only 
love can answer in this 
moving and thought-
provoking novel. 
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Baxters bk. 7 
 
Blending romance and family 
drama, Truly, Madly, 
Deeply shows us that, in the 
shadow of great loss, the only 
way to live with passion is 
truly, madly, deeply. 

 

In Morrison’s best-selling first 
novel, Pecola Breedlove—an 
11-year-old Black girl in an 
America whose love for its 
blond, blue-eyed children can 
devastate all others—prays 
for her eyes to turn blue: so 
that she will be beautiful, so 
that people will look at her, 
so that her world will be 
different. This is the story of 
the nightmare at the heart of 
her yearning, and the tragedy 
of its fulfillment. 
 

 

Locked tomb bk. 1 
 
Brought up by unfriendly, 
ossifying nuns, ancient 
retainers, and countless 
skeletons, Gideon is ready to 
abandon a life of servitude 
and an afterlife as a 
reanimated corpse. But her 
childhood nemesis won’t set 
her free without a service. 

 

Locked tomb bk. 2 
 
Sealed in the gothic gloom of 
the Emperor's Mithraeum 
with three unfriendly 
teachers, hunted by the mad 
ghost of a murdered planet, 
Harrow must confront two 
unwelcome questions: is 
somebody trying to kill her? 
And if they succeeded, would 
the universe be better off? 
 

 

Roy has never left the quiet 
mountain town he grew up 
in, unlike his little brother 
Carl who couldn’t wait to get 
out and escape his troubled 
past. But when Carl returns 
with a mysterious new wife 
and a business opportunity 
that seems too good to be 
true, simmering tensions 
begin to surface and 
unexplained deaths in the 
town’s past come under new 
scrutiny. 
 

 

NYPD Red bk. 6 
 
At the most lavish wedding of 
the season, the most brazen 
kidnapper in New York City 
takes "Here Comes the Bride" 
as an invitation. 
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Dragon heart legacy bk. 1 
 
In the realm of Talamh, a 
teenage warrior named 
Keegan emerges from a lake 
holding a sword― 
representing both power and 
the terrifying responsibility to 
protect the Fey. In another 
realm known as Philadelphia, 
a young woman has just 
discovered she possesses a 
treasure of her own… 
 

 

It is the day of Erin’s fortieth 
birthday party. Then a little 
red envelope lands on the 
doormat and everything 
changes. Inside is a birthday 
card from somebody she 
never dreamed would get in 
touch. Its message is a chilling 
reminder of the dark past 
that Erin has worked so hard 
to bury, a past that could put 
her precious family in terrible 
danger… 

 

Stone Barrington bk. 55 
 
Upon returning from a 
dangerous coastal adventure, 
Stone Barrington is looking 
forward to some normalcy 
with the leading lady in his 
life. But when a grisly crime 
arrives on his doorstep, along 
with some suspicious new 
clients eager for his help, 
Stone realizes peace and 
quiet are no longer an option. 

 

Survival for Ki Lim and Sang Ly 
is a daily battle at Stung 
Meanchey, the largest 
municipal waste dump in all 
of Cambodia. They make their 
living scavenging recyclables 
from the trash. Life would be 
hard enough without the 
worry for their chronically ill 
child, Nisay, and the added 
expense of medicines that are 
not working. Just when things 
seem worst, Sang Ly learns a 
secret about the bad-
tempered rent collector who 
comes demanding money--a 
secret that sets in motion a 
tide that will change the life 
of everyone it sweeps past. 

 
 

Large Print 

 
 

 

In the romantic tradition 
of Dear John and The Lucky 
One, #1 New York 
Times bestselling author 
Nicholas Sparks returns with 
the story of an injured Navy 
doctor -- and two women 
whose secrets will change the 
course of his life. 

  

 


